
New kerbline to tighten radius to allow

cyclists access to footway via a ramp.

Reduce build out by one kerb

to stop lorries over running.

Erect new waiting restriction sign dia

639 with left arrow. Take down and set

aside 'Worcester Park' sign. Signs to

be mounted from 2.1m high

Erect new waiting restriction sign dia 639

with right arrow on existing post. Sign to be

mounted 2.4m high

Remove existing illuminated post and sign, erect

new 30mph sign dia 670 (600mm) on existing lamp

post and Skanska to check existing connection to

illuminated unit works, if not, establish a connection.

Sign to be mounted 2.1m high

Erect new waiting restriction signs dia

639 with right arrow and dia. 661.1 with

left arrow signs on new 76mm post.

Mounted from 2.4m high

Re-erect existing dia.

661.1 sign on new 76mm

post. Sign to be mounted

from 2.4m high

Remove existing sign and post and erect new

waiting restriction sign dia. 639 on new 76mm

post. Sign to be mounted from 2.4m high

Erect new sign dia. 661.1 with right arrow on

new 76mm post. Mounted from 2.4m high

Re-erect 3x existing signs on new 76mm post.

Signs to be mounted from 2.1m high

Re-place existing illuminated post and re-erect

3x existing signs. Signs to be mounted from

2.1m high.

Take down and set aside for re-use

'Worcester Park' sign. Remove all existing

signs and post. Erect new signs dia. 530 &

dia. 661.1 on new 76mm post. Sign to be

mounted from 2.4m high

Erect new signs dia. 656, dia. 661.1 with left

arrow and dia 966 on new 76mm post.

Re-erect 'Worcester Park' sign underneath

Mounted from 2.4m high.

Erect new sign dia 966 on

new 76mm post. Mounted

from 2.4m high

Erect new sign dia 966

on new 76mm post.

Mounted from 2.4m high

Erect back to back new dia. 656 sign

with new sign 'Cyclists rejoin

carriageway' dia 966.  Re-erect

'Worcester Park' sign. Signs to be

mounted from 2.4m high on new 76mm

post.

- Proposed 68m2 section of resurfaced footway

- Proposed section of new road marking

- Proposed 15m2 of new tactile paving
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